
Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim: the attacks on the headquarters of the Mujahideen will
not contribute in any sort of reform and will result in corruption

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, chairman of the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq, stated that assaulting

the headquarters of the Mujahideen and accusing the honest people with theft will lead to

corruption and will not be for the favor of reforms, calling for making methods and means of

reform to achieve reform.

\r\n

This was addressed by his eminence during the third Ramadan evening in his office Thursday

06/09/2016 , his eminence indicated that it is an unconventional logic that some sides conduct

assault the headquarters of the Mujahideen, wondering if reform can be achieved by non-

reforming means , and when was harassment, defamation and insult to believers and accusing

honest people of stealing an approach to reform ?! , Describing these events of being acts of

corruption and not reformation.

\r\n

His eminence showed his rejection of the Machiavellian logic {goals justifie the means},

stressing the need to have the proper means for the goals, in the sense that the means are

honest and valuable, indicating that this is the approach whom follows God and His Prophet and

Islam, and expressed his rejection of the negative generalizations policy and accusing everyone

of theft, noting that this method is incompatible with the Islamic approach, for Islam calls

for scrutiny, as there are thiefs and honest people and it is injustice to treat them the same

way.

\r\n

In respect of Popular Forces, his eminence urged the believers to support them with everything,

whether it was food or as simple as a good encouraging word, emphasizing the publicity in

showing support in order to show their furtherance and appreciation to the Mujahideen and

motivate others to participate in the support, calling to visit the families of martyrs before

the people to draw the people\'s attention to them, stressing take care of the families of the

Mujahideen who are at the battlefield to ease the burden and help them in their daily needs.


